Q: What is CryptoTycoon?
A: It's a Massive Multiplayer Online RPG Tycoon Economics Strategy game. You start in a
"basement" and build yourself into a tycoon with an empire of your own.

Q: What platforms are you targeting?
A: Desktop Win and Mac OS. The release will be simultaneous via Steam.

Q: How to play CryptoTycoon?
A: There are lots of ways to play the game, hence the RGP in the game description. There are 4
Tycoons (your characters) to choose from, basically they cater to a certain playstyle that we
thought of. There is no limit to combining learning various skills and turning your Tycoon into,
say, Insider-Hacker (mixed Class).
You can mine tokens, trade them and spend to buy components/rigs. You can research
components and sell your setups/parts. You can develop the blueprints and sell them or sell
entire rigs based off your blueprints. You can abuse the news and always be ahead of the
market. You can sabotage clusters, corps and alliances (black hat hacker), or you can do the
reverse (white hat hacker). You can build an empire and you can stay in the shadows. And then
you can mix all of that.

Q: Who are the Tycoons?
A: The Tycoons are 4 canonical characters of pretty much every startup out there. A hacker
codes stuff, a hustler makes sure that's something the market wants, an engineer does the
hardcore programming and hardware tweaks and, ﬁnally, an insider makes sure the company
has every edge it needs over the competition.

Q: Why a Tycoon can't be selected?
A: At the start only one Tycoon is available for you. You should progress at the Story/Survival
Mode to unlock others.
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Q: What is Story Mode?
A: Also known as Survival Mode. It's a single player campaign, where you experience all the
challenges you'd face as a miner in real crypto world. Can you survive the history and come to be
the crypto demigod?

Q: How to level up in Story Mode?
A: You should reach a certain mining goal deﬁned by the time period you're now playing.

Q: Is the entire game scripted?
A: The short answer is "no". News are somewhat scripted, but not entirely. Markets are contentdriven, not scripted at all.

Q: How to make money on my mined tokens?
A: Sell high on the market to other players.

Q: How to proﬁt off built rig?
A: Sell high on the Rigs Market to other players.

Q: Why invite friends (Cluster Rig)?
A: Not only it's fun, it's also useful. Your invited friends spawn close to you, so you can start/
improve your Cluster Rig together right away.

Q: What are Corps (Corporations)?
A: Corporations are Cluster Rigs merged into one.

Q: Is it Pay-to-Win?
A: Absolutely, not. Not in any way.

Q: Will I be able to mine actual tokens (BTC, ETC and/or any other) in
game and send to my public wallet and trade?
A: No. CryptoTycoon is a game simulation, it's not a mining application.
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